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In large-scale shallow buried artificial ground freezing (AGF) engineering, frost heave control and energy-saving have always been
the most critical problems. By the research and analysis, this manuscript points out the applicability and superiority of
intermittent freezing in large-scale shallow buried freezing projects and conducts in situ tests for the freezing project of a
metro entrance. The test results show that intermittent freezing can effectively control the surface frost heave, but it has a
certain hysteresis. The freezing wall thickness, average temperature, and optimization scheme during the freezing process are
discussed. The results show the following: (1) Intermittent freezing would degrade the thickness of the freezing wall and the
average temperature together. (2) The stop freezing scheme in intermittent freezing is not fit to frost heave control during the
excavation stage. Therefore, it is necessary to establish a freezing cycle scheme with precise temperature control to control the
frost heave to ensure the bearing capacity. Based on the above conclusions, a dual-circuit liquid supply scheme, the specific
brine temperature control scheme, and its application method were proposed. Through this method, the development process
of the freezing front can be effectively controlled, and the goal of being precise and controllable can be achieved. This research
can provide practical technical guidance for frost heave control of similar AGF projects.

1. Introduction

The artificial ground freezing (AGF) method is a temporary
ground reinforcement method, which mainly reduces the
soil temperature by circulating a low-temperature refrigerant
(brine or liquid nitrogen) in the ground to build the frozen
curtain [1]. Due to the fact that it could provide a safe and
reliable working space for underground engineering, it is
widely used in many engineering filed such as the shaft of
mine, tunnel, and foundation pit [2–6].

Since the freezing of water into ice will cause volume
expansion and, at the same time, there will be continuous
water migration from unfrozen soil to the frozen front dur-

ing the freezing process, so with the formation of frozen cur-
tains, continuous frost heave will occur [7, 8]. Frost heave
will cause damages such as surface uplift, pipeline breakage,
and structural deformation. Therefore, frost heave has
always been one of the most concerning issues in artificial
freezing construction. With the continuous development of
China’s urban infrastructure in recent years, many projects
need to be reinforced by the artificial ground freezing
method. Many of these projects have a shallow depth, large
volume, and long freezing time [9, 10].

The research on soil frost heave can be traced back to the
early part of the last century. At that time, the frost heave
problem was mainly the frost heave deformation of natural
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frozen soil or the frost heave deformation of road and railway
subgrade [11–13]. Since then, with the increase of artificial
ground freezing projects, especially in urban areas that are
sensitive to frost heave problems, there are more researches
on frost heave caused by artificial ground freezing [7].

At present, the control of the frost heave of natural for-
mations is relatively simple. Control of cold energy input
[14], reduction of frost heave sensitivity of soil [15], or
migration of water can effectively reduce frost heave defor-
mation. However, in artificial freezing projects, the input of
cold energy is the key to constructing a frozen curtain with
a certain strength and bearing capacity, so the input of cold
energy cannot be isolated. To reduce the sensitivity of the
soil or reduce the migration of water, it is necessary to
improve the soil on a large scale, but it is limited by engi-
neering conditions and often does not have the operating
conditions for stratum improvement.

In the current construction, soil pressure relief is more
effective, and frost heave deformation can be effectively
reduced through long-term soil extraction and pressure
relief [16–18]. However, this method also has some prob-
lems. The first pressure relief hole must be arranged on the
upper side of the frozen soil area to control the surface
deformation effectively. Still, many underground projects
do not have enough underground space. Second, the pres-
sure relief hole is easy to be frozen during the freezing pro-
cess, so it needs to be used in conjunction with the heating
hole, which further increases the need for the top space of

the frozen soil area. Therefore, this method has certain
limitations.

The development of active heating control frozen curtain
in frozen soil areas is also used for frost heave control
[19–21]. However, it still has many problems, such as occu-
pying headspace and poor control effect, while, for large-
scale freezing projects, it is due to the lack of drilling deflec-
tion control and accuracy measurement. It is difficult to
evaluate the freezing effect accurately, and active heating
methods can easily damage the frozen curtain. In addition,
this method will cause a lot of energy waste. Therefore, this
method is currently not widely used.

In summary, it is necessary to establish a method that
can save energy and effectively control frost heave. Based
on this, Zhou [22] proposed intermittent freezing to prevent
frost heave. In recent years, the design idea of freezing on
demand (FOD) based on intermittent freezing has been
derived [23]. A series of experiments and numerical calcula-
tion studies have been carried out for the intermittent freez-
ing method. The effect of controlling frost heave and the
implementation plan have been discussed [24, 25]. However,
intermittent freezing is rarely used in actual projects, espe-
cially in large-scale freezing projects. Therefore, this manu-
script analyzes the temperature field and displacement of a
shallow buried large-scale project to discuss the feasibility
and effect of intermittent freezing in actual engineering.
While aiming at the problem of poor temperature control
of intermittent freezing, a new freezing system and freezing
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Figure 1: Design of freezing project and geological conditions.
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Figure 2: Continued.
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pipe design scheme were proposed, and the application of
intermittent freezing in actual engineering was optimized.
Relevant research content will have important guiding sig-
nificance for frost heave control and energy saving of similar
projects.

2. Geology and Freezing Technology

2.1. Freezing Scheme. The 2# entrance of Hualin Temple Sta-
tion of Guangzhou Metro Line 8 is reinforced by the artifi-
cial ground freezing method. The length of reinforce area
is 9.2m, the height is 6.04m, and the width is 7.7m. The

minimum overburden thickness on the frozen curtain is
1.35m. The frozen curtain thickness is 2.5m in design.
Because the top buried depth is too shallow, the freezing
process will produce a great frost heave. To avoid frost heave
on the ground, the pipe shed was adopted as the main and
the freezing reinforcement as the auxiliary. The frozen cur-
tain of this area was adjusted by 1.0m. The frozen curtain
reinforcement range and ground conditions are shown in
Figure 1. From top to bottom in the figure are <1> Miscella-
neous Fill, <2-1A> Sea-Land Interaction Sedimentary Silt
Layer, <2-2> Sea-Land Interaction Sedimentary Silty Fine
Sand, and Silty Fine Sand Layer.

According to the design, it has a total of 21 shed freezing
pipes, 147 freezing pipes, and 14 temperature measuring
freezing pipes. The total freezing length was 1409.9m.
Among them, 21 shed pipes are made by Φ168 × 8mm
seamless steel pipes, and Φ108 × 8mm seamless steel pipes
are installed inside as the freezing pipe, while cement slurry
is filled between the pipe-shed pipes and the freezing pipes.
The arrangement of freezing pipes is shown in Figure 2.

The project began to freeze on October 31, 2019, and
reached the design freezing time on December 19, 2019.
However, due to the impact of the COVID-19, the excava-
tion could not be organized, and the freezing time was
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Figure 2: (a) The main drilling working face; (b) auxiliary drilling working face; (c) profile of freezing pipes.

Table 1: Intermittent freezing plan.

Date State Date State

2020/2/5, 11:00 Stop 2020/2/9, 10:00 Run

2020/2/11, 14:30 Stop 2020/2/15, 17:40 Run

2020/2/20, 9:00 Stop 2020/2/21, 9:00 Run

2020/2/22, 9:00 Stop 2020/2/23, 9:00 Run

2020/2/24, 9:00 Stop 2020/2/25, 9:00 Run

2020/2/26, 16:00 Full load operation
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forced to be postponed to March 15, 2020. During the entire
freezing process, due to the shallow buried depth and long
freezing time, the ground surface frost heave and deforma-
tion need to be controlled strictly. Therefore, on January
22, 2020, they increase the temperature to -25°C by gradually
reducing the load of the refrigerating units and reducing the
flow rate of brine to 3m3/h to control frost heave. As of Feb-
ruary 3, 2020, due to continuous frost heave on the ground
surface, intermittent freezing operations have begun. During
the entire intermittent freezing period, a total of 5 rounds
were used. The freeze and refreeze times are shown in
Table 1. And the full load operation starts on February 26,
2020, to prepare for excavation.

2.2. Design of Monitoring Points. A total of 14 temperature
measuring pipes are designed for this project, and the spe-
cific positions are shown in Figure 3. Each temperature
measuring pipe was set with 2~5 temperature measuring
points according to the depth. The temperature measuring
point uses the DS18b20 temperature sensor, which test
accuracy is 0.0625°C, while a series of displacement mon-
itoring points were set up on the ground. The interval
adjacent to every displacement monitoring point was
5.0m. Due to the destruction of people and vehicles, there
were only 3 points in the end. The positions are shown in
Figure 4. The frequency of monitoring all test data is once
a day.
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Figure 3: (a) Temperature measuring pipes in main working face; (b) temperature measuring pipes in auxiliary working face; (c)
temperature measuring pipes in lateral section.
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3. Temperature and Displacement In Situ Test

3.1. Temperature of Refrigerated Coolant. Figure 5 shows the
time history curve of the brine temperature during the entire
freezing process. Corresponding to the time in Section 2.1,
the entire freezing process could be divided into five stages:
Stage 1 is the design freezing stage, stage 2 is the extended
freezing stage, stage 3 is the flow and temperature control
stage, stage 4 is the intermittent freezing stage, and stage 5
is the excavation and returning to normal freezing. At the
end of stage 2, due to a power outage, there was a rapid tem-
perature rise, and the rest of the time was normal, while
drawing the brine temperature difference of inlet and outlet
in Figure 6. In early stage 1, the brine temperature dropped
rapidly. During the 13 days from October 31 to November
12, 2019, the temperature dropped at a rate of about 3°C/d,
while the temperature difference remained at 2°C at this
time. Then, the temperature drop ratio slowed down, and
the temperature difference dropped to 1.5°C. After Novem-
ber 12, there was a rapid drop in temperature that lasted
for 2 to 3 days (temperature drop rate: 1.5°C/d), and the
temperature difference increased rapidly to 2°C. Subse-
quently, the brine temperature was basically stable, while
the temperature difference continued to decrease. At the
end of stage 1, the brine temperature was close to -30°C,
and the temperature difference was 0.5°C. In the early time
of stage 2, the freezing temperature was maintained at the
original state, while the temperature difference is further
reduced. In the middle time of stage 2, the temperature dif-
ference continued to be at a low level consistently which is
caused by the commissioning of refrigeration equipment
and the rise in brine temperature. At the end of stage 2,
the temperature of brine rose rapidly due to the power out-
age. At this time, the brine also stopped running, which
caused the return loop temperature to increase rapidly and
then gradually return after the power back to normal. In
stage 3, the temperature and flow rate of brine were gradu-
ally adjusted, so the temperature difference is further
reduced. When the brine temperature is higher than -25°C,
the temperature difference turns into a negative value. This
indicates that the freezing system is in a state of reverse cool-
ing. In stage 4, intermittent freezing was started due to the
poor effect of stage 3. In the stop freezing phase, the flow

of brine does not stop. Therefore, the brine temperature
raised slower than in the third stage. The peak of brine tem-
perature was maintained in the range of -12~-8°C after each
stop of freezing. In this stage, the temperature difference of
brine was negative most time, which indicates that the freez-
ing system is in the state of reverse cooling during the whole
stage. In stage 5, the freezing system returns to normal, and
the brine temperature decreased. However, at this time, the
edge of the frozen curtain was connected to the energy bal-
ance; the temperature difference continues to fluctuate
around 0°C.

3.2. Temperature of Measuring Pipes. Figure 7 is the temper-
ature history curve of the temperature measuring pipes C1
and C2 at the top of the frozen curtain, while the distance
of temperature measuring pipe to axis of the freezing pipe
is summarized in the figure too. In the figure, the tempera-
ture of the measuring points dropped significantly at stages
1 and 2. The power outage at the end of the second stage also
had an obvious influence on the temperature of the measur-
ing point. Because C2 was closer to the freezing pipes, the
temperature raised most obviously. In stage 3, the tempera-
ture change could be ignored. In stage 4, the temperature
of each measuring point has a certain rise, in which the tem-
perature of C1 rises by 2.9~3.2°C and the temperature of C2
rises by 6°C. After entering the excavation stage (stage 5), the
temperature of C1 which was located on the outer side of the
frozen curtain continued to maintain its original state, while
the temperature of C2 rose rapidly. It is rising by about 30°C.

Figure 8 shows the temperature curves of C13 and C14
temperature measuring pipes. As shown in Figure 7, the
temperature decreased steadily in stages 1 and 2 and
rebounded at the time of power outage. Afterward, there
was no significant change in stage 3, in which temperature
was stable. In stage 4, a temperature rise state like C2
appeared in Figure 7. In stage 5, the temperature continues
to drop.

3.3. Displacement of Ground. The ground displacement
curve drawn according to the measurement points arranged
in Figure 4 is shown in Figure 9, and the ground displace-
ment monitoring data of the freezing pipe drilling process
are added in the figure too. Due to the upward slope of the
frozen wall at the top, the distance from ground to freezing
front at DB3 is less than DB1 and DB2. In the figure, due
to the loss of soil during the drilling stage, displacement of
each measuring point has a negative value of 10-20mm.
The freezing pipes have grouted in the later stage to keep
ground stable, and the displacement recovered from a small
amount. When the freezing began, the ground displacement
increases linearly. Affected by the power outage at the end of
Phase 2, DB2 and DB3, which are closer to the frozen cur-
tain, dropped significantly. In stage 3, the frost heave had
not been effectively controlled. In stage 4, intermittent freez-
ing has obvious effect on frost heave control. However, there
is a hysteresis in the control of frost heave by interstitial
freezing. The first stop freezing of the intermittent freezing
was February 5, 2020, but frost heave of DB3 growth until
February 7, while frost heave of DB1 and DB2 growth until
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Figure 4: Position of displacement monitoring point.
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February 10. While the shallower the buried depth, the more
violent the reaction to intermittent freezing. In the figure,
DB1 and DB2 are affected by intermittent freezing, and the
cumulative decrease is about 3mm, while the cumulative
decrease of DB3 is 40.6mm. At the same time, DB1 and
DB2 showed a rising trend after the intermittent freezing
stopped on February 25, but DB3 only showed a rising trend
on March 7, which was 9 days later than DB1 and BD2. In
stage 5, with the normal operation of the freezing system,
the ground continues to rise.

Comparing the above-mentioned measured data, the
closer to the frozen curtain, the more sensitive the ground to
frost heave. This is not only manifested at the beginning of
intermittent freezing; the closer the distance is, the earlier the
frost heave stops; it is also manifested after the recovery of

freezing; the closer the distance is, the earlier the frost heave
will appear. Therefore, the buried depth of the frozen curtain
is the key factor to determine the intermittent freezing effect.

The hysteresis of ground displacement is because the
stop freezing time of intermittent freezing is very short. With
the stop freezing process, the frozen soil has not melted, or
only a small amount has melted. Only after repeated inter-
mittent freezing, the frozen soil will degrade significantly,
and the settlement after melting of the soil is a long process.
Therefore, it takes time for the surface deformation to
respond to intermittent freezing and it must be ensured that
the frozen soil body melts. This has caused the delay of
thawing settlement on the ground.

Moreover, in the end of intermittent freezing, the soil
will continue to settle for a period. This is because the
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thawing deformation has not been released. As shown in
Figure 10, when the intermittent freezing stops, the soil will
melt to a certain extent, and the freezing front’s total
dropped by h1. With the extension of the freezing time,
the soil will continue to settle after thawing. Then, the freez-
ing system is activated. However, it would take some time
for low-temperature brine to affect the freezing front, where-
after the frozen front extends its thickness h2 again but is h3
away from the original frozen front. When the frost heave
amount h2 in the refreezing area is less than the upper thaw
settlement amount h3, the ground surface will still maintain

the subsidence trend, but the subsidence rate will decrease.
This has caused the delay of frost heave on the ground too.

4. Discussion

4.1. Evolvement Law of Frozen Curtain Thickness. According
to the analysis in Section 3.3, the position of the freezing
front is closely related to the frost heave. Therefore, the tem-
perature measurement data is used to calculate the freezing
front outside of the top frozen curtain. Select the tempera-
ture of C12 and C7 which are closest to the DB1 and DB3
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areas to calculate the position. The calculation formula [26]
of frozen curtain thickness is

m1 x, yð Þ = 1
2 ln 2 ch

2π
l
y − cos 2π

l
x

� �� �
, ð1Þ

ξ = l
π

T x, yð Þ ln l/2πr0ð Þ + TCTm1 x, yð Þ
TCT − T x, yð Þ , ð2Þ

where TCT is the temperature of the freezing pipe surface, ξ
is the thickness of the frozen curtain, r0 is the radius of the
freezing pipe, x and y are the coordinates of the freezing
pipe, and l is the spacing of the freezing pipe. The x-direc-
tion is the direction of the freezing pipes’ connection, and
the y-direction is the direction perpendicular to the freezing
pipe connection. The relevant parameters in this calculation
are shown in Table 2.

Since this formula is applicable after the frozen curtain
closed, the calculation of the frozen curtain thickness starts

from stage 2. The calculated frozen curtain thickness and
ground frost heave are plotted in Figure 11. According to
the figure, the freezing temperature control’s influence in
stage 3 on the thickness of the frozen curtain could be
ignored. In this stage, the frozen curtain calculated by C12
and C7 maintains the original thickness. During the inter-
mittent freezing of stage 4, the frozen curtain melts
obviously.

Because the frozen curtain about C12 is far from the
ground, it is less disturbed by the ground temperature, and
the frozen soil thaws slowly than others. There were two
obvious frozen curtain thaws in stage 4. The time is from
February 5 to February 9 and February 11 to February 17;
the thickness of the frozen curtain thawed 11mm and
7.3mm.

The soil over C7 is shallower, and the frozen curtain
thawed 3 times during stage 4, which were from February
5 to February 9, February 11 to February 16, and February
21 to February 26, respectively. The thickness of the frozen
curtain was 20.6mm, 14.9mm, and 6.6mm, respectively.
In other periods, the frozen curtain continued to expand or
remained stable, while the change of the freezing front ver-
ifies the hysteresis analysis assumption of the ground dis-
placement in Section 3.3 (similar to the length of the
shaded area in Figure 11).

Base on the data of stage 3, the scheme of frost heave
control through a small increase of brine temperature was
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Table 2: Parameters for calculation of frozen curtain.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

TCT -28°C r0 0.054m

l of C12 1.05m l of C7 1.15m

m1 of C12 2.6 m1 of C7 2.17
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not successful. However, the intermittent freezing scheme
adopted in stage 4 effectively controls the frost heave, while,
in stage 4 intermittent freezing process, the frost heave con-
trol is better in the early stage and the later stage control
effect is poor. This indicates that factors such as brine tem-
perature and intermittent freezing time in the intermittent
freezing process are the key parameters for controlling inter-
mittent freezing. In this case, the treatment plan of stopping
freezing and circulating can not effectively control the brine
temperature, so the freezing front changes cannot be accu-
rately controlled.

4.2. The Average Temperature of Frozen Curtain. The aver-
age temperature of the frozen curtain is a key indicator to

measure the strength of frozen curtain, and the soil temper-
ature field would change significantly during the intermit-
tent freezing process. According to Hu’s analytical solution
[27, 28], the formula for calculating the average temperature
of the frozen curtain is

�T = TCT
πξ/lð Þ − ln 2

ln l/2πr0ð Þ + πξ/lð Þ : ð3Þ

According to this formula, the average temperature of
the frozen curtain about C7 and C12 is shown in
Figure 12. In stage 2, the average temperature dropped sig-
nificantly. However, affected by stop freezing at the end time
of stage 2, there was a rapid rising. Therefore, in stage 3, a
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downward trend was formed after the freezing system turn
on. Affected by intermittent freezing in stage 4, the average
temperature rose rapidly. In stage 5, with the normal opera-
tion of the freezing system, the average temperature con-
tinues to drop steadily.

According to the average temperature curve of stage 4,
the change rule of the average temperature during the first
and second intermittent freezing matches with the stop
and run time. During the above two intermittent freezing
phases, the temperature dropped slightly in the first two days
but then dropped rapidly (especially the second intermittent
freezing). For the 3rd to 5th intermittent freezing, the tem-
perature continued to rise due to the small-time conversion
interval between stop and run. However, the temperature
rise rate is significantly less than the first and second inter-
mittent freezing. Taking the average temperature about C7
as an example, the temperature rise rate of the first intermit-
tent freezing is 0.4°C/d, and the second intermittent freezing
is 0.34°C/d. Then, the average temperature of the next three
intermittent freezing rose back to 0.11°C/d (including the
freezing time in the calculation).

4.3. Optimization of Intermittent Freezing. In the above case,
the intermittent freezing method was circulating the brine
after the freezing stopped. This method does not control
the brine temperature, and the slow temperature rise of the
brine further causes the hysteresis of the frozen curtain
thickness. At the same time, this method cannot accurately
control the freezing front changes. In order to reduce the
hysteresis reflected by the frozen curtain and realize the pre-
cise controllability of intermittent freezing, the manuscripts
design a dual-circuit liquid supply scheme, in which the
freezing pipe and freezing system transformation scheme is
shown in Figure 13.

In the new scheme, each group of freezing pipes has two
inlets and two outlets, which are connected to the freezing
system and the temperature control system, respectively.
While two brine systems are set up at the freezing station,
one is a conventional freezing system, and the other is a
brine temperature control system.

The optimized intermittent freezing scheme is used as
follows:

(Step 1) The ground displacement reaches the prewarn-
ing value, and preparations for intermittent
freezing are carried out. Start the temperature
control system to control the temperature of
the hot brine tank to -5°C.

(Step 2) Close the freezing system circulation pipeline,
start the temperature control system pipeline,
and perform the first high temperature cycle
in the freezing system. At the same time, stop
the brine circulation in the freezing system
pipeline and the brine tank to keep the brine
in the area at a low temperature. The duration
of this stage is 3~4 days.

(Step 3) Adjust the pipeline valve, start the low-
temperature freezing system, and carry out the
low-temperature cycle.

(Step 4) Transfer to the normal intermittent freezing
stage, so that the brine will circulate repeatedly
between the design intermittent freezing tem-
perature Tu and the design minimum brine
temperature Td .

The above method can effectively control the brine tem-
perature during the entire intermittent freezing process. At
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Figure 13: The dual-circuit liquid supply scheme.
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Table 3: Parameters for numerical simulation.

Density
(kg/m3)

Heat conductivity coefficient
(W/(m ∗ °C))

Specific heat
(J/(kg ∗ °C))

Heat latent
(kJ/kg)

Soils 1571 4.3 816

Water 1000 0.6 4200
334.88

Ice 917 2.2 2100
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the same time, the continuous switching of the dual-
circulation system realizes the rapid and precise change of
the brine temperature.

In order to compare the difference before and after the
optimization, the numerical calculation model base on the
design of above case was built and is shown in Figure 14.
The parameters in the calculation are listed in Table 3.
And the brine temperature was set to -28°C in the early
stage, and two optimization schemes were adopted in the
later stage. The brine temperature curve and frozen curtain
thickness of the two schemes are shown in Figure 15.

As shown in the figure, the two intermittent freezing
schemes do not affect the thickness of the frozen wall in
the first cycle. At this stage, the temperature field distribu-
tion inside the frozen soil is mainly adjusted. After the first
cycle of intermittent freezing, the changes of the soil frozen
curtain were different, and the frozen curtain continued to
expand in a slow state before optimization. And after opti-
mization, the frozen wall remains in a stable area and does
not change.

Since there is a brine exchange pipeline between the
optimized temperature control system and the freezing sys-
tem, the high temperature state of intermittent freezing can
be strictly controlled. Figure 16 shows the development of
the frozen curtain at different Tu. As shown in the figure,
the expansion trend of the frozen curtain is controlled by
controlling Tu, while the frost heave and bear capacity is
controlled too. Therefore, the precise and controllable inter-
mittent freezing method can also be used for the excavation
stage, while the difference in frozen curtain thickness gener-
ally starts from the end of the second intermittent freezing
cycle.

5. Conclusion

This article focuses on the research on frost heave control of
large-scale shallow buried underground excavation projects.
Through comparative analysis, the intermittent freezing
method has a wide application range and a small occupation

area, while it can save energy effetely. Therefore, it is suitable
for frost heave control of large-scale freezing projects. Fur-
thermore, a systematic analysis of the application of inter-
mittent freezing in engineering is carried out, and the
following conclusions are drawn:

(1) Engineering practice has proved that intermittent
freezing can effectively control surface deformation,
but there is an obvious hysteresis. This is mainly
caused by the inability of changing the brine temper-
ature in time and the thermal diffusion efficiency of
frozen soil. In addition, intermittent freezing con-
struction will significantly weaken the average tem-
perature and thickness of the frozen wall.
Therefore, it is must design an accurate and control-
lable intermittent freezing method

(2) Aiming at the problem of inaccurate brine tempera-
ture control, a dual-circuit liquid supply scheme is
proposed. Accurate temperature control in the inter-
mittent freezing stage has been achieved through the
transformation of the freezing system and the freez-
ing pipe. According to numerical calculations, the
new scheme can effectively control the position of
the freezing front and realize the purpose of control-
ling frost heave while ensuring the bearing capacity
of the frozen curtain. It improves the applicability
of the intermittent freezing scheme in the excavation
stage
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